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IDeaS Revenue Solutions, the leading provider of revenue management software solutions, and 

TravelClick, a global provider of data-driven solutions, have partnered to help hotels recognize 

even greater opportunities to maximize revenues. TravelClick’s Demand360®, a competitive 

demand intelligence solution, has recently been integrated into the forecasting and optimization 

process of IDeaS’ advanced revenue management solutions. This additional layer of hotel 

analytics marks the latest in revenue strategy for hotels, with the application of this demand 

intelligence helping hotels improve forecast accuracy and drive more powerful revenue 

decisions. 

As the hospitality industry evolves, and distribution and e-commerce spaces grow in complexity, 

successful hotels are revolutionizing how they strategize and manage their business. This eBook 

discusses how hotels can look at their data—both big and small—and prioritize it to drive 

profitable revenue results. It also guides hotels on aligning their revenue management and 

marketing departments to execute a powerful revenue strategy, driven by comprehensive 

market intelligence, for maximum profitability. 

 

Introduction 
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BREAKING DOWN BIG DATA  
LEVERAGING ACTIONABLE 
INTELLIGENCE 

here is no shortage of data hotels can utilize for a powerful and analytical revenue 

strategy. In fact, one of the biggest challenges facing today’s hotels is: As exponentially 

more data becomes available, how can hotels prioritize the right data, while also driving loyalty 

through innovative and personalized guest experiences? While big data continues to remain a 

trending topic within the hospitality industry, it is important to focus less on the “big” description 

and make more use of today’s smart data.  

To better understand the importance of different data set types and how they drive revenue 

results—here’s a look at four important types. 

T 
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Descriptive Data has been used in basic hotel analytics for many decades to help hotels achieve 

business goals. Descriptive analytics utilize data similar to standard hotel reporting, with large 

amounts of data to give hotels a view of what has already happened. Analytics using descriptive 

data make informed decisions about the future based on detailed data from the past. Common 

examples of this type of data include reservation booking data used to create business on-the-

books or pick-up reports.  

Diagnostic Data measures hotel performance relative to its market by aggregating historical data 

to understand why an outcome occurred. Diagnostic analytics look at historical data from multiple 

sources and aggregate it to make assumptions for the market as a whole. Diagnostic analytics can 

also help hotels benchmark their performance against their competition. A common industry 

example of diagnostic data is STR market performance reporting. 

Predictive Data is utilized within the majority of revenue management solutions available today, 

and provide hotels with intelligent occupancy or revenue forecasts. These forecasts are often 

available at the total hotel level, and help hotels determine their ideal pricing and inventory control 

strategies. As hotels gain insights into future outcomes, they can accurately and diligently manage 

price and inventory to achieve an ideal mix of business. Predictive analytics are derived from 

forecast models based on historical records, which can be challenging for forecasting time frames 

when market conditions shift outside of standard historical deviation, such as a never-before-seen 

market change or event. 
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This is where Prescriptive Data plays an integral role for today’s hotels. Prescriptive analytics 

not only leverage historical data points, but actual future data allowing hotels to go beyond 

forecasting and “futurecast.” Through the use of advanced market intelligence (such as 

TravelClick’s Demand360® solution), prescriptive analytics help to better understand optimal 

outcomes and the strategic decisions needed to achieve them. Today’s advanced revenue  

Futurecast (n.) 

 

management solutions provide these analytics and give hotels 

deeper levels of insight into market positioning, channel profitability 

and guest personas. Common examples of this data include forward-

looking on-the-books data in the market by segment or source, as 

well guest data based on total associated costs and value. When this 

data is combined with powerful revenue strategy controls, it delivers 

highly accurate pricing and inventory control decisions by room type 

and multiple lengths of stays. It also allows for more insightful 

marketing campaigns and promotions that can be monitored in real-

time to maximize direct business and profitability. 

The ability to build upon a 

forecast with forward-looking 

analytics that humanizes data and 

aligns marketing and revenue 

management strategies to achieve 

optimal profitability. 

 

As hotels begin incorporating different types of data into their revenue management strategy, it 

is critical they have both clean and smart data. Hotels should tread cautiously with data that may 

contain high degrees of uncertainty or are difficult to attribute to specific demand. As an 

example, weather forecast data is a forecast in itself and while weather can have an impact on 

demand it may be difficult to attribute. Let’s take an example of a spa and golf resort two hours 

away from a major city center (drive-in market) and a ski resort in the opposite direction of the 

spa and golf resort but an equal distance away from the city center. If a snow storm occurs at the 

ski resort it will create demand for the ski resort and that may negatively affect demand for the 

spa and golf resort as both are options for the city’s weekend travelers. If the weather forecast 

for the area around the resort is mild, a snowstorm in a different market could impact demand 

and the weather forecast data may not accurately represent that change in demand. 
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Hotels must also be able to accurately and consistently deduce actionable intelligence from data 

otherwise the risks for missed opportunity increase. With large amounts of disparate data available, 

hotels need to prioritize the data that provides them with meaningful insight. Because of the nature 

of prescriptive data, it lends itself to support revenue management strategy decisions. However 

analytics continue to permeate throughout all facets of hotel operations and as a result data such as 

this has become a key tool for many hoteliers in different departments of a hotel. Marketing groups 

are utilizing the data to measure the impact of campaigns and align with Revenue Management (more 

on this in the next chapter). Corporate executives are using the data to explain to their ownership 

how their brands are doing versus the greater market, and distribution and e-commerce teams are 

using the data to optimize their brand.com versus that of their competitors. Leveraging forward-

looking demand data along with historical and internal data sources creates an analytical engine that 

provides hotels with strategies that deliver optimal revenue results and maximum profitability. ✦ 
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THE DYNAMIC DUO 
MARKETING +  
 REVENUE MANAGEMENT 

ligning marketing and revenue management strategies is an infallible way to gain 

advantage over the competition – and it involves more than just mutual meeting  

 

A 
attendance. To get the most mileage out of this interdepartmental partnership, revenue 

management and marketing need to start strategizing together and cohesively build a powerful 

marketing and revenue strategy that drives the most profitable business to their hotel. Imagine 

a hotel marketing department knowing which value-added offer to promote over the ideal days 

- knowing exactly how their revenue manager wants to price it. This partnership doesn’t exist in 

an alternate reality, it’s possible through today’s technology, and hotels taking advantage of this 

maximize their direct bookings and leave the high-cost, low-revenue third-party business 

booking with their competition. 

 

Demand Intelligence (n.) 

Advanced forward-looking data, based 

on market indicators, competitor data 

and guest behavior 

 

Revenue managers can share some vital information with their marketing department to help 

them drive revenue and steal market share.  Future demand data that can create a more robust 

demand forecast, can be a powerful tool for marketers. Marketing can use these this data to 

know if and when their property needs to saturate the market to fill low demand or shoulder 

periods. And with forward-looking demand intelligence now incorporated automatically into 

a hotel’s revenue strategy, insight into the future is possible. This allows the marketing 

department to understand where their business is, when it is looking to book, and how they price 

their offers. 

 Revenue managers generally understand a hotel’s pricing strategy better than anyone else at a 

property because they have access to data-driven, automated technology that helps establish 

the ideal pricing to optimize revenue. A marketing department  

creates offers and promotions to help stimulate additional 

market demand, and giving them insight into the revenue 

manager’s ideal pricing structure helps both departments drive 

the best revenue results. This shared collaboration also helps 

measure the success of advertising, marketing campaigns and 

promotions so they can be monitored in real-time and 

determine future initiatives. 
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With revenue managers attributing demand to specific initiatives, marketing managers can 

better tailor those initiatives to meet the needs of the market demand - all of this helping to 

create a more profitable business strategy and an ability to measure ongoing success.  

It’s important that the dynamic partnership between the two departments is a two-way street, 

with marketing also providing insight and action for the revenue management department. 

Marketing has the insight to target the hotel’s ideal guests and differentiate their products 

among its competition.  
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  This  exchange of information creates a common language between departments and makes it 

easier to work together to optimize revenue. Marketers use their understanding of where guests 

live and their interests to help develop appealing and profitable hotel packages derived from 

these guest demographics. Equally as important, these psychographics help hoteliers 

understand what motivates guests to book at their hotel. 

Psychographics (n.) 

Classification of consumers 

according to their driving 

behaviors, attitudes, aspirations, 

and other market-defined 

psychological criteria 

 

Marketers create demand for hotels by inspiring people with targeted 

campaigns to commit to their products and services. Revenue 

managers aware of the offers in the marketplace can use the 

information to create and validate more accurate demand forecasts, 

which leads to better revenue optimization and stronger bottom-line 

performance.  

The hotel revenue management industry never stops evolving. This 

continuous evolution requires effective collaboration on inter- 

departmenal processes that enhance business analytics and maximize 

revenue. Encouraging an open dialogue between revenue 

management and marketing proactively revolutionizes a hotel’s 

overall revenue strategy. ✦ 
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EXTEND, EVOLVE & EXECUTE 
A MARKET INTELLIGENT  
REVENUE STRATEGY 

It's no secret that driving direct business and better revenue is one of the top priorities facing all 

hoteliers. In an age of rising third-party guest acquisition costs, hotels are increasingly turning 

their attention to the most cost-effective online booking channel: their website. However, 

driving website traffic is not enough on its own; to maximize and achieve the most profitable 

revenue results, hotels need to not only attract the 'lookers’, but successfully convert them into 

'bookers’. OTAs have hotels beat on the ability to market inventory across the globe. No hotel 

chain, big or small, can compete with the reach of major OTAs – however, that isn’t the battle 

hotels should be fighting. 

 

Lookers (n.) 

Consumers who shop for a given 

hotel but do not end their search in 

a purchase or confirmed reservation 

 

 

Consumers who shop for a given 

hotel and end their search with a 

purchase or confirmed reservation 

 

 

Third-party business is inevitable and at the right time, necessary. 

The key is understanding when hotels have an opportunity to 

displace that business or convert it to direct business. Incorporating 

demand intelligence into a revenue management strategy provides 

hotels with a view into their future demand by segment and channel. 

Hotels have numerous areas for opportunity, and this is a huge 

advantage in helping them focus their efforts successfully. Demand 

intelligence can also provide insight into group pricing and inquiries, 

and when the data is automatically integrated into a RMS, it can 

positively influence group pricing decisions for the entire sales team. 

As an example, if you knew that your competitive set had low group 

business on the books for a given day in the future, and you wanted 

to win a potential new piece of group business,  the insight forward-

looking market intelligence provides may impact the price to quote 

the group? Would price more competitively to secure that much-

needed business? Armed with forward-looking data, you have the 

ability to take this exact information into account to quote optimal 

prices and engineer an even more dynamic revenue management 

strategy. 

and steer a powerful revenue management strategy. 

Bookers (n.) 
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Demand intelligence will continue to improve many facets 

of revenue management. It will help hotels price more 

efficiently in relation to their competition, identify the areas 

of greatest opportunity, and put them on a path to optimize 

business based on profit with a sound channel 

performance strategy. With today’s hotel guests 

searching for personalized experiences to share across their 

own networks, it’s important hotels utilize technology that 

identifies, creates, deploys and optimizes the level of guest 

personalization that will achieve their business goals. ✦ 

 

Channel Performance (n.) 

 The strategic management of 

channels and sources of 

business in order to achieve 

both optimal revenue and 

maximum profitability 
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For more information on TravelClick or its Demand360® product,  
visit us at https://www.travelclick.com/demand360.html 

 

For more information on IDeaS Revenue Solutions or integrating 
TravelClick Demand360® into your IDeaS solution,  
visit us at http://ideas.com/ 

 

https://www.travelclick.com/demand360.html
http://ideas.com/

